Peter, wife Toni and family live at Kurri Kurri near
Cessnock in country NSW. They have a large marblesheen
pool which has been carefully restored over several months
and now looks magnificent. They are justly proud of their
efforts especially as weekends were their only free time.
They found there was much more work in preparing the
pool for painting than they had expected, but they stuck at
the job and overcame the difficulties to achieve a truly
great outcome in Whisper Grey.
Not only did Toni, a cancer clinic nurse, pick the colour,
she rolled up her sleeves on weekends and joined Peter in
the pool to work with him in the summer heat. Their result
speaks for itself. A great team effort.
We were fortunate to be able to meet Peter and Toni
recently to learn the complete story of their pool
restoration and wish to share it with our readers. We said
that while we had a photo of Peter working in the pool, we
would like one of Toni as an inset. At this point Toni proved
to be camera shy and became very interested in her
coffee.!! End result no photo.
Peter and Toni can look forward to many summers
enjoying life around their pool which we are sure will not
only be be popular with their family but will attract all
their friends as well !! A Kurri Kurri social hub has been
created.

Whisper Grey

Like many pool owners who decide to restore their pools, Jason at
Camden, south of Sydney had only weekends to carry out his DIY
project. He hoped for fine conditions on the free time he could
devote to this and in order to get the preparation just right for
painting it took longer than he would have liked.
The preparation was not easy as the Marblesheen pool needed a lot
of work before the final stage, painting, could begin.
But by pressing on and keeping in touch with us, asking questions
and advice when needed he succeeded in finishing his pool in
popular Bondi to get a great result and one he can be very proud of .

Bondi

We are very impressed with the time and planning Manuel put in to his Marblesheen pool DIY restoration project at Blakehurst in
Sydney. He timed his effort to be in the best possible weather both for temperature and season to get the best possible outcome in
comfortable working conditions. This was from late March to late April this year.
Manuel was very professional in the way he went about preparing and painting and was rewarded with a magnificent outcome in
Bondi, his colour choice. He kept in touch with us regarding various stages of the preparation and painting and asked good
questions on the way through - even down to the amount of force used in tapping the pool surface to detect "drummy areas".
Manuel used only a top quality water blaster (Karcher) to remove surface debris and the many black patches of algae present. After
applying the algaecide wash, he water blasted again but used a detergent mixture attached to his power hose.
This saved valuable time and effort, and is just one example of his thinking and planning.
Painting with Bondi was carried out with the same patience and determination, on selected days.
The end result is something Manuel can be proud of and is a testament to his good workmanship, planning and positive attitude.
Well done Manuel!

, THE Proven Hi Build Epoxy Pool (and Spa) Coating is available for your pool. Be it Fibreglass, Marblesheen,
Pebblecrete or Concrete.
will give it a new lease of life. A life that’s long lasting, economic and attractive. We
work with you, DIY, with your painter or an Approved Applicator for a great finish, every time. Warranty available.
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